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Preface
This thesis is the final project to obtain the Master of Science (M.Sc) degree in Civil
engineering with the specialization in building installations from the Technical
University of Denmark (DTU).
Prior to this project, my experience with modelling and programming have been
rather limited. This thesis gave the opportunity to enhance my programming skills
to this background and obtain experience on prototyping and experimenting on an
established air distribution system.
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Abstract
The purpose of the thesis was to make the initial steps for future work of possible
improvement and automations of the HVAC balancing procedures. To enable easy
and automatized re-commissioning of the ventilation system in terms of pressure
balancing, this project focused on developing such a system. In addition a
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simulation model was created representing the experimental setup of which the
system were tested.
The methods applied in this thesis were initially concluded a literature review, and
afterwards it were expanded to include both hardware development and simulation
using the tool Simulink.
A simple wireless balancing tool were developed and able to both measure and
control a damper position according to a user defined set point. The system
performance initially showed a promising settling time and a relatively stable
system response. The simulation model provided conformity of the proposed
system dynamics.
In conclusion, the initial steps of improvement and automations of the air
distribution system balancing procedures were made. The balancing tool proved
being able to balance a single branch according to a given set point, along with a
simulation model extending the balancing of two dampers, and thereby making the
more complex future work possible.

1 Introduction
In the past decades, there have been an increased focus and demands upon
sustainability and reduction of energy consumption of buildings. This includes
initiatives as the European Union (EU) to reduce the annual primary energy
consumption and energy efficiency by 20% by year 2020 [3]. This was initiated as a
consequence of the climate changes and to secure a sustainable development in
the 21st century. The building sector is one of the main contributor to the worldwide
energy consumption. Moreover, in Denmark, about 30-40% of the total energy
consumption is associated to with lighting and HVAC energy consumption. To
achieve the goal of reducing the energy consumption by 2020, a need of
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innovation and a conscious way of thinking and action regarding the effort of
reducing the energy consumption is necessary.
In Denmark, the annual expenses for fixing errors and omission in buildings is
about 12 billion DKK [4]. Although, most of the errors are discovered during the
construction of the building, many of which origins from the design phase. Because
of the subsequent consequences, e.g. poor indoor environment or inefficient
systems, this is a problem that should be addressed. In addition to the focus on
energy savings, the indoor environment and occupancy comfort have become a
subject of interest in the past decades. A study have shown that the indirect
economic consequences of poor quality buildings, annual expenses between 10-30
billion DKK due to days being sick or stressed. Granted a better indoor
environment, the absence of employees may decrease. Furthermore, the
employees’ productivity may be affected [9].
Studies on obtainable energy savings by commissioning of buildings, as being a
quality-oriented process for achieving and verifying the facility performance
according to the requirements and needs, have shown to be about 13% for new
buildings and 16% for existing buildings, respectively. Moreover, the most common
deficiencies found by commissioning on-sites are related to the HVAC system,
where an inefficient operation of the system, leads to a worsened air quality in the
ventilated premises as well as to waste of energy.

This project roughly consist of three major phases in developing a wireless
balancing tool of CAV systems, the first being establishing the communication of
the wireless sensor network and choice of hardware for the prototyping of the
balancing tool. Secondly, the programming and design of the architecture and
balancing algorithm. Thirdly, an experimental phase including test for proof of
concept of the prototype and possible optimization of the tool (i.e. the balancing
algorithm), moreover testing the reliability and functionality of the system.
A system simulation model is created in Simulink which is an add-on software to
MATLAB mathematical programming language. The challenge lies within having
the simulation model behaving within an acceptable deviation thus being accurate
enough to being utilized as a control system design for the agile balancing tool.
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2 Objective
The purpose of the research presented in this thesis is to make the initial steps for
future work of possible improvement and automations of the HVAC balancing
procedures, more specific simple Constant air volume systems. Therefore the
project will focus on developing a system, which will enable easy and automatized
re-commissioning of the ventilation system in terms of pressure balancing.
The system will consist of a controller that can communicate wirelessly with
sensors and actuators needed for automatized adjustment balancing dampers.
An additional objective is to create a simulation model of the air distribution system
by using the tool Simulink. Hereby investigating the development of the air flow
balancing algorithm of the air distribution system resulting in a balanced system in
accordance to the intended design values. The performance of the balancing
model is evaluated according to a corresponding full-scale model of the system.
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3 Methodology
This master thesis is composed of several parts, therefore during the synthesis of
the project a literature review were initially conducted. The literature review
therefore included search of the following related topics: building ventilation,
commissioning, air distribution balancing, impacts of poorly maintain or
implemented systems, hardware development and the related subtopics. The
review also concluded an investigation of how to program a prototype to perform
the specified task.
After sufficient knowledge were gathered, the necessary hardware and
components were bought and assembled. Subsequently of the hardware collecting
and testing, the wireless communication were established. All of these components
including the experimental set up and the simulation using Simulink were the
additional methods used in this project.
To perform the measurements LeanVent control dampers were borrowed from
another on-going project at DTU. The LeanVent dampers of an older model
obtained from another project were used. It is important to state that this “other”
project were a test of the damper capabilities, thus a test of the durability.
Therefore, it was not possible for this thesis to obtain more than one functional
damper for my project. However, the LeanVent control damper is comprised of a
stepper motor and pressure sensor to acquire flow rate/and or pressure
measurements.
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4.1 Building ventilation
The purpose of ventilation in buildings is to provide an adequate environment for
materials, work processes or occupants, i.e. comprising both humans and animals,
for the space being ventilated. An acceptable environment implies both to the
thermal conditions as well as air quality, which are crucial factors for the comfort
and well-being in the ventilated space.
To assure the thermal comfort and air quality the use of air distribution systems,
which covers air handlers, ductwork and other components for heating, ventilating
and air-conditioning, is quite widespread.
Air distribution systems falls into two broad categories, i.e. Constant air volume
(CAV) and variable-air-volume (VAV). Only a brief description of the CAV is
presented in the following section.
Constant air volume system
CAV systems distributes air to every zone with a constant air flow rate, wherein the
only variable parameter to maintain zone set point is temperature. However, there
are a variety of available system of technical and economic differences.
CAV systems are becoming less common in new buildings as VAV systems tend to
provide closer control of air temperature and require lower fan speeds, as a result
of which they use less energy and generates less noise. However, for small and
medium-sized premises with straight-forward HVAC requirements, the CAV system
are still often the choice of installation due to the relative simple installment, lower
capital cost and reliable operation.
An uncontrolled CAV system can be designed with no automatic controls
associated with air flow other than two-speed fan motors to reduce flow during
unoccupied periods. These systems are balanced by means of manual dampers
and adjustable drive pulleys.

4.2 Balancing of air distribution
To ensure that each zone of a ventilated building receives the design flow rate,
balancing of the air distribution system is necessary during the commissioning or
regulation of the installation.
The air distribution system for both supply and return, usually includes a fan
section and a progressive ramification to divide the flow as needed. To achieve the
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desired flow rate through each terminal the flow rate in the duct system must be
adjusted to the required values. The adjustment of flow rates is done by using the
duct and terminal dampers, which are adjusted until the desired flows are obtained.
It can therefore be necessary to adopt dampers in each branch or terminal for the
balancing procedures.
If one or several flows are adjusted, all other flows are more or less affected by the
changes made. This can lead to a long and tedious series of required corrections
on dampers and time consuming field measurements [11].
There are different approaches to balance an air distribution system. Two
acceptable and commonly used methods for balancing systems are the
proportional method and sequential method. These methods are appropriate for
either supply and exhaust systems. Regardless of which method used, the
objective remains the same and the system are considered balanced in
accordance applicable standards, e.g. DS 447 and ASHRAE Guideline 1:
a) All measured airflow quantities are ±10 % within of the design air flow
quantities. Exceeding the design values of 10 % deviation is considered a
failure. Deficiencies shall be noted in the TAB report summary [14].
Proportional balancing method (Ratio method)
One of the simplest and effective method of regulating an air distribution system is
the proportional balancing method, which consist in the following main steps:
1. All the system dampers are fully opened.
2. The ratio between measured and design flow rates for each terminal are
calculated. The found ratios of the terminals can hereby be defined as
either disadvantaged or advantaged, i.e. below or above one,
respectively.
3. The terminals with the lowest ratio is acted upon first by adjusting the
damper until they achieve the same ratio, within the acceptable
tolerances. If there are several branches in the circuit, the procedure have
to be performed on each one. Each branch is considered as a single
terminal and is balanced in accordance to other branches. In the end the
entire network should be characterized by the same ratio.
Sequential (or stepwise) method
Sequential method is a rather common but trivial balancing process, the main
procedure is to initially measure all the air flow from all the terminals. The terminal
with the highest excess highest air flow is adjusted until 10% below the design air
flow. Afterwards the remaining terminals are adjusted to design flow rates, until all
the terminals are within ±10% of the design flow.
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Additionally besides adjustment of balancing dampers, some balancing procedures
would require adjustment of fan speed to either increase or decrease the air flow,
this will however not be addressed in this thesis.

4.3 Commissioning
The building process consist of various phases, which in general can be categories
into the following:





Pre-design
Design
Construction and operation
Occupancy phase

Throughout the phases in the building process, there is a collaboration amongst
several parties (e.g. Architects, contractors, the building owner etc.), to achieve the
final goal of delivering a building complying with the building owners needs and
requirements. However, this is not always the case, which not only cause
dissatisfaction amongst the building owner but also for the occupants due to
malfunctioning equipment and discomfort.
To accommodate the dissatisfaction amongst owners, the commissioning process
might be an adequate solution. In general, commissioning is a quality-oriented
process to ensure that building owners’ requirements and needs are met in terms
of the building, systems and installations.
The Commissioning process is conducted simultaneously with the building
processes, and thus not extending the building process with yet another phase.
The Commissioning consist of numerous objectives and task, which the
commissioning team must accomplish during the process, e.g. verifying and
documenting that the facility and all its systems and installments are planned,
tested, operated and maintained to meet the project requirements of the owner.
Ideally, the commissioning process is initiated at the beginning of the building
process and continuous throughout the operating phase. However, the
commissioning can be conducted independent of the building process. When
occurring during the construction phase it is referred to as “Commissioning”,
whereas applying to an existing building it is referred to as “retro-commissioning” or
“re-commissioning”, as seen in Table 1.
Table 1 – Commissioning terminology and application phase overview.

Terminology

New
Construction

Existing
Building

Previously
Commissioned

Not Previously
Commissioned
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Commissioning

X

Retro-commissioning

X

Re-commissioning

X

X

X

X

Continuous-commissioning

X

X

X

As previously stated, the commissioning process consist of numerous tasks thus
requires a certain amount of time to conduct properly. Although the commissioning
process is time consuming, there are much to gain from it. From a literature
search, some of the benefit of commissioning are:






A meta-analysis conducted by Evan Mills [5], of commissioned buildings in
USA, revealed an average saving of the energy consumption of 13 % by
commissioning of new buildings, with an average payback time of 4.2 years.
Whereas the average whole-building energy savings were 16 % for existing
buildings, with an average payback time of 1.1 year.
In a Danish investigation [1] of two comparable malls, one having been
commissioned throughout the building process and the other not having
been commissioned. The comparison of the energy consumption of the two
malls, it was observed that the one having been commissioned had a 40 %
lower energy consumption.
A mapping of identified deficiencies in relation with the commissioning
process, with a sample consisting of 332 existing buildings and 77 new
buildings, revealed an amount of 6652 and 3528 deficiencies for existing
and new buildings, respectively. Observed in Figure 1, it is clear to state that
the majority of the deficiencies identified are amongst the mechanical
systems. This might be due to the complexity compared to the envelope.
Furthermore, a majority of the studied cases of the building commissioning
projects are only focusing on specific parts of the building and not as a
whole.
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Figure 1 – Number of deficiencies distributed between systems [5]






The barriers limiting the widespread adoption of commissioning and retrocommissioning stated by Michael Brambley [2].
1. Key decision makers lacks knowledge of benefits of commissioning.
2. The cost of commissioning.
By implementing automation into the commissioning process, it is possible
to reduce the labor intensity of commissioning. Compared to labor cost,
automation technology is inexpensive [2].
In the following table are the possible commissioning activities that could be
automated.

Table 2 – Commissioning and Retro-Commissioning activities that could be performed manually (M) or automated
(A). [2]

Commissioning New Constructions
1. Conceptual or pre-design phase
a. Develop commissioning objectives
(A)
b. Hire commissioning provider (M)
c. Develop design phase
commissioning requirements (A)
d. Choose the design team (M)

2. Design phase
a. Commissioning review of design
intent (A)
b. Write commissioning specifications
for bid documents (A)
c. Award job to contractor (M)
3. Construction/installation phase

Retro-Commissioning Existing Buildings
1. Planning phase
a. Develop commissioning
objectives (A)
b. Hire commissioning provider (M)
c. Review available documentation
and obtain historical utility data
(A)
d. Develop retro-commissioning
plan (A)
No design phase activities

2. Investigation phase
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a. Gather and review documentation
(A)
b. Hold commissioning scoping
meeting and finalize plan (M)
c. Develop pre-test checklists (A)
d. Start up equipment or perform pretest checklists to ensure readiness
for functional testing during
acceptance (A)

a. Perform site assessment (M/A)
b. Obtain or develop missing
documentation (A)
c. Develop and execute diagnostic
monitoring and test plans (A)
d. Develop and execute functional
test plans (A)
e. Analyze results (A)
f. Develop master list of
deficiencies and improvements
(A)
g. Recommend most cost-effective
improvements for
implementation (A)

4. Acceptance phase
a. Execute functional tests and
diagnostics (A)
b. Fix deficiencies (M)
c. Retest and monitor as needed (A)
d. Verify operator training (A)
e. Review O&M manuals (A)
f. Building/retrofit accepted by owner
(M)

3. Implementation phase
a. Implement repairs and
improvements (M)
b. Retest and remonitor for results
(A)
c. Fine-tune improvements if
needed (A)
d. Revise estimated energy
savings calculations (A)

Post-acceptance phase
a. Prepare and submit final report
(M/A)
b. Perform deferred test (if needed)
(A)
c. Develop recommissioning
plan/schedule (A)

4. Project hand-off and integration phase
a. Prepare and submit final report
(M/A)
b. Perform deferred test (if
needed) (A)
c. Develop recommissioning
plan/schedule (A)



In the beginning of building commissioning the main focus had been in energy
savings. However, in the recent decades the focus have been broadened, and the
non-energy benefits have and are gaining more momentum.
The main non-energy benefits of commissioning are:






Increased asset value
Reducing operating and tenancy cost
Improved equipment performance
Improved indoor environmental quality
Up-to-date building documentation

Although, it is difficult to quantify the non-energy benefits in terms of a price,
compared to energy savings. However, a study simulating of potential revenue
from investment in improved indoor air quality (IAQ) in an office building, indicated
that the productivity benefits resulting from a better IAQ were 60 times higher than
the increased cost, in terms of energy and maintenance [7].
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Common faults related to HVAC system
It is not uncommon, that design documents and system manuals for existing
buildings are missing or not in compliance with the current situation. Moreover, a
modification of the user requirements and needs may differ from the initial design
of the building due to a change of occupancy and building usage. Thus, having
over- or under performing systems.
As previously stated, and stressed through the section of commissioning, system
faults or inconsistency regarding the building owners requirements have an impact
on the energy consumption and the indoor climate, thus occupancy comfort.
A study conducted by the Appliance and building technology group [8] showed that
two main faults, accounting for at least of half the estimated energy impact (i.e.
increase energy consumption) are due to lights or HVAC running in unoccupied
spaces and duct leakage. Additional faults are listed in Table 3.
Table 3 – The annual energy consumption impact (AEC), fault frequency (Freqfault) denotes how frequently the fault
occurs and Degradefault refers to the average increase in energy consumption due to the fault. Results estimated in
[8]

Fault
Lights or HVAC left
on when space
unoccupied

AEC range quads
[EJ]
Lighting 0.1-0.5
HVAC 0.1-0.6

Freqfault

Degradefault

Lighting 5-10%
HVAC 15-30%

10-30%

0.15-0.4

50-80%

0.02-0.10

25-40%

Different for CAV
and VAV systems.
Larger buildings
tend have less
leakage than smaller
buildings
10-30%

0.02-0.16

25-50%

2-10%

Duct leakage

Dampers not
working properly
Airflow not
balanced

5 Vision of the agile balancing tool
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The vision was to take advantage of the possible benefits of WSN, to optimize the
balancing procedure, thereby reducing time consuming measurements and
adjustment, furthermore to add flexibility in terms of working environment.
The tool would consist of sensors and actuator nodes implemented to the air
distribution system. All the sensor nodes would transmit and receive data from the
gateway or network coordinator, and hereby act according to received commands.
To balance the air distribution system, the existing balancing damper would be
temporarily retrofitted with a mountable actuator that is connected to an actuator
node.

5.1 Brief introduction to Zigbee Protocol
The Zigbee protocol is a standard, as similar to Bluetooth being a standard.
Meaning that devices fully supporting the Zigbee standard can interact or
communicate with any other Zigbee devices from other manufacturer. So just as a
Bluetooth headset for your smartphone is not restricted to only communicate with a
specific smartphone manufacture.
The network layer below Zigbee is the standard IEEE 802.15.4. This particular a
standard defines, power management, addressing, error correction, message
formats, and other specifics necessary for a proper communication among radios.
Usually, Zigbee can be used in low data applications that requires a secure
network and low power demand when operating. Furthermore, it is rather easy to
implement to various applications. Also, it should be easy to configure and deploy
[11].
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5.2 Composition of the balancing tool system
The Zigbee network has three major topologies, i.e. star, tree, and mesh topology,
respectively, as shown in Figure 2 [11]. However, one that was not mentioned is
the simplest form of network, “pair”, this is just a connection between two radios
where one node must be a coordinator while the other is configured as a router
and/or end device. Due to the limited conditions such as not having enough
controllable dampers, a simple pair network was chosen for the further use in the
thesis.

Figure 2 – Zigbee pair, mesh, star and cluster tree topologies [11].

The system consist of three parts, i.e. sensor/actuator node, coordinator, and a
computer. The coordinator is connected to the computer via the serial port, acting
as a gateway. The configured router/end node is connected to an actuator and
pressure/flow rate sensor, in order to interact and monitor the flow rate in the
ductwork system. Finally, the monitoring data is fed back to the computer through
the coordinator, in order to determine whether the desired flow rate is obtained or if
the damper should be adjusted, just as illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 – A diagram of the balancing tool

5.3 The Hardware
5.3.1 Coordinator node

Figure 4 – The configured coordinator Xbee module connected to a serial port.

The controller plays an important role for the Zigbee network, as it is responsible
for establishing the network that allows sensor nodes to join the network along with
other parts, e.g. network security. It is important to remember that each network
only can contain one coordinator. As previously mentioned, for this project the
coordinator is connected to a serial port of a computer. However, it could easily be
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attached to a minicomputer, such as a Raspberry Pi and thus be deployed as an
embedded unit for carrying out predefined tasks, however this will not be
addressed in this thesis. The configuration of the Xbee modules can be found in
Appendix A.

5.3.2 The sensor/actuator node
The chosen hardware platform to developing the prototype consist of a Xbee radio
module attached to a Xbee shield to enable wireless communication with other
Xbee modules (i.e. series 2 is used in this thesis) all in which is connected to an
Arduino Leonardo board. One of the reasons for the choice of the Arduino
Leonardo board, was that it was supported by MATLAB/Simulink which would
make it easier to program the microcontroller with almost no prior knowledge to
coding. Moreover, Arduino have a large online support community.

Figure 5 – The sensor/actuator node consisting of an Arduino Leonardo board with an attached Xbee shield, and
Xbee pro radio module for wireless communication.
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5.3.3 LeanVent control damper
Actuator and measurement instrument

Figure 6 – The LeanVent damper configured into slave-mode with the Arduino board connected.

For pressure measuring in the air distribution ducts and regulate the flow rate, the
LeanVent damper were used. Initially, the idea was to use a Belimo actuator and
install onto a manual regulating damper and then have with a pressure sensor as a
two separate units. However due to constrains in terms of the budget of the thesis,
the LeanVent damper was a convenient alternative, containing both a regulator
and transmitter module for measuring air flow or pressure, as seen in Figure 6.
However, it is important to stress that the regulator were configured into slave
mode, thus disabling the integrated air flow controller. The damper is hereby only
controlled according to 0-10V input and transmitting the air flow, seen in Figure 7 it
should be noted that the green wire can be configured to transmit flow rate and
pressure instead of the damper position.

Figure 7 – Installation of the LESX damper with specification for wiring.

5.4 Hardware modification
Prototype
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Minor modifications to the assembled Arduino board needs to be made, in order for
prototype to operate according to the control requirements of the controllable
damper. The problems to be addressed are the voltage output transmitted from the
LeanVent control damper, as 10 V is above the operating range of the Arduino
board. Moreover, the voltage signal from the Arduino needs to be increased, since
the current maximum output voltage range is 0-5V.
Voltage divider
The sensor instrument used in this project, i.e. pressure sensor attached to the
LeanVent damper, outputs a voltage signal between 0-10V. The Arduino analog
inputs only allows an input voltage between 0-5V. This means that remedial
actions needs to be made, before connecting the sensor to the Arduino input pins,
to order avoid the risk of damaging the board. In order to reduce the voltage from
the LeanVent damper, a voltage divider is implemented to the Arduino board. It is
not uncommon for sensors to emit a voltage output between 0-10V, thus making
the usage of a voltage divider more convenient.
A simple voltage divider is constructed to the prototype, consisting of two 10kΩ
resistors. The resistor size is determined with the following equation:

Due to knowledge of the voltage range from the LeanVent transmitter module, it
should be halved, to cope with the limitations of the Arduino.
For simplicity sake the circuit was built upon a solderless breadboard as shown in
Figure 8, in order to enabling quick modification with no need of soldering of e.g.
components.

Figure 8 – Schematic for the voltage divider (to the left), and the voltage divider constructed on a solderless
breadboard (to the right)
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Analog output
In order to control the positioning of the damper, a “true” analog voltage output
between 0-10V is required. However, the Arduino is only able to provide analog
signal by digital means, i.e. Pulse width modulation (PWM). Meaning that the
signal outputted will either be outputted as “High” or “low”. In order to manipulate
the signal the Duty cycle of the PWM signal is modulated. Duty cycle is measured
in percentage, and specified as percentage of time a digital signal is “on” over a
given interval or period of time, D = Td/T, where Td is the time of which the signal is
high and T is the period time, as illustrated in Figure 9. Thus meaning a PWM
output with a duty cycle of 50 % from the Arduino would correspond to a voltage
output of 2.5 V.

Figure 9 – Schematic presentation of the basics of PWM signal. Examples of PWM signals with a duty cycle of 50%,
75 %, and 25 %, respectively.

However, the LeanVent damper do not cope with an input in terms of a PWM
signal. Therefore, in order to filter out the signal and to achieve a “true” analog
output, a low pass filter is implemented. As the name implies, i.e. Low pass filter, it
is basically a filter that passes the lower frequencies and rejects those at higher
frequencies.
Non-inverting Op-amp Circuit
LM358N is a dual-operational amplifier which in this project is used a gain block for
the Arduino voltage output. The purpose of using the LM358N is to acquire a gain
of two in order to double the output signal. The resistors chosen is based on the
following equation:
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[

]

Figure 10 – Schematic of Non-inverting OpAmp

However in order to achieve an output of 10V, an external power supply is needed,
likewise should the external power supply be minimum of 11.5 V, as it is stated in
[15] that the common-mode voltage range is V+-1.5V. Meaning that if powered at 5
V it is only possible to reach up to ~3.5V.
The final result of the prototype with the modifications is show in Figure 11.

Figure 11 – The prototype (Arduino Leonardo board) connected to the LeanVent control damper.
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6 Simulink model – Modeling HVAC system
The experimental CAV system layout has been modelled in Simulink for further
investigation of the balancing algorithm.
The experimental setup were limited due to insufficient funds and equipment, and
unfortunately unavailable access to an existing ventilation system setup. Hence it
was not possible to test a system with multiple controllable dampers.
For this reason the experimental setup have been modelled in Simulink as
presented in Figure 12. The initial aim with the model was to simulate the test
conducted in the experimental work, in order to validate and verify the model.
Afterward the intention was to replace the manual damper with a controllable one
in the model, and implement a simple control algorithm for the system balancing.

Figure 12 – Simulink model of the experimental CAV system setup.

As previously mentioned, Simulink provides a huge variety of libraries for
applications such as control design or modeling of dynamic systems. However, the
possibilities are not only constrained to existing block libraries installed with
Simulink, it is therefore possible to modify or create new blocks, and additional
toolboxes are available to enhance the capabilities with Simulink.

6.1 Subsystems in the Simulink model
The Simulink model of the air distribution system was only investigated for
controlling of air supply and not return air.
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Damper
The subsystem for the damper control model is presented in Figure 13. Observed
in the block diagram is that the damper position is adjusting in relation to the error
input, i.e. the difference between set point flowrate and the measured flowrate from
the system.

Figure 13 – Block diagram of the damper control for the Simulink model.

The plant block represents the damper system receiving control signals from the
controller, in addition to a new input signal from the controller the plant block
calculates a new output signal in terms of a corresponding resistance coefficient,
based on the damper position. Once the damper resistance coefficient changes,
the entire pressure condition in the air distribution system is affected, which
eventually will affect the flow rates as well. As stated the controller in the damper
subsystem, receives feedback from the plant response, thus operating in a closedcontrol loop. The controller presented in Figure 13 will eventually be implemented
onto the Arduino board, and tested in the experimental ventilation setup.
The Laplace domain transfer function, G(s), for the damper is expressed as:
( )

( )
( )

Where:



kvalue(s)
dp(s)

is the damper resistance coefficient in Laplace domain
damper position in Laplace domain

The damper can in this cased be represented as a second order linear timeinvariant (LTI) system in Laplace domain [13]:
( )
Where:


kd, the process gain, a mathematical relation correlation between the plant input
and output, [m3/s/Pa%]

6 Simulink model – Modeling HVAC system
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Ϛ, is the damping ratio. A quantity characterizing describing the oscillations
decay after an external change, [-]
, the natural frequency is the frequency that the system will oscillate at when
there is no damping, [rad/s]

In order to define the process gain, the missing link correlating damper position
with the resistance coefficient is obtained from table values provided by LeanVent
datasheet [16]. Furthermore, the natural frequency and damping ratio are to be
determined for the second order LTI system. It is assumed that the LeanVent
damper approximate damping ratio of 1, critically damping mode, where the
system returns to equilibrium as fast as possible without oscillation [13] the natural
frequency it determined to 10 rad/s by trial and error.
If the current transfer function for the damper is implemented into Simulink with the
transfer function block available, then would the initial opening position of the
damper be equal to zero. So in order to have the option to define an initial damper
position at the beginning of the simulation, the state space block is used. The state
space block determines the system response in the time domain according to the
derivative form of state equation stated as:
̇

Where the system is described by the state vector, the input and output vector to
the system is indicated as x, u, and y, respectively.
To formulate the second-order LTI system in Laplace domain in accordance to the
state space representation, the equivalent derivative transfer function obtained in
time is expressed as following:
̇
[ ]
̇
̇
[

] [ ]
[

[

]

] [ ]

The input data to the state space block can be summarized in the matrix coefficient
A, B, C and the initial damper position can be defined as desired. The transfer
function implemented in the Simulink model, can be seen in Figure 14.
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Figure 14 – The damper subsystem, transfer function describing the damper response.

The damper control is conducted in the damper subsystem, as shown in Figure 16,
which is constructed as in Figure 13.
In the experimental setup, there is installed a manual balancing damper
downstream to the tee junction. However, this has been modelling into the Simulink
model as well, with predefined position of the damper which are marked with in
Figure 15, the corresponding resistance coefficient opening position can be found
in , worth noting is the subsystem can be switched between acting as a manual
damper or the LeanVent control damper.

Figure 15 – Manual balancing damper subsystem, with manually switching according to the desired resistance
coefficient.
Table 4 – resistance coefficients for the manual balancing damper, where δ

δ
kvalue

5
0.24

10
0.52

15
0.90

20
1.54

25
2.51

30
3.91

40
10.8

50
32.6

specify the degrees opened [17].

60
118

65
256

70
751

90
∞
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Figure 16 – Simulink damper subsystem

The controller implemented in the damper model subsystem is a Proportional
Integral (PI) process. The controller out, i.e. damper position, is obtained as
following:
( )

( )

∫ ( )

Where:




e is the tracking error, [m3/s]
kp is the proportional gain [%/s/m3]
ki is the integral gain [%/m]

The controller tuning is performed according to the specified approach as stated in
“System identification”-section.
System identification
One method for creating a model for tuning the PI controller parameter is by
system identification. The System identification toolbox estimates linear
mathematical models to fit measured data from dynamic systems. Using the
system identification toolbox from MATLAB, the whole system would be considered
as a black-box1, wherein the only interest is the controller input (Voltage) and the
system output (flow rate).Once the plant model has been fitted to the measured
data, the PI controller will be tuned for the estimated model. Presented in Figure
17, is a representation of the system identification approach. The initial step is data
acquisition from an experimental setup, to acquire input and output values,
followed by accommodating the data to a model structure and at the end validate
the model. The controller according to this approach will be further described under
the “Hardware implementation” section.

1

Black-box modeling is useful when the primary interest is in fitting data regardless of a particular mathematical structure of
the model. This is usually a trial-and-error process, with parameter estimation of various structures and comparing results
[http://se.mathworks.com/help/ident/ug/black-box-modeling.html]
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Figure 17 - Flow for system identification of plant response obtained from data acquisition.

6.2 Fittings
In addition to pressure loss due to connections of the ducts, the single pressure
loss occurring due to fittings, i.e. elbows, tee-branches and changes in duct sizes
have to be taken into account as well. The pressure losses due to the fittings is
thus calculated in accordance with the following equation [18]:

Where:


ρ




n

density of air, [kg/m3]
at 20 C and 101.325 kPa the density is 1.2 kg/m3, which is considered in
this model
the resistance coefficient, [-]
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The resistance coefficient of fittings are determined according to the table values
stated in Appendix B. The resistance coefficient is determined based on the cross
section area and airflow ratio between the upstream and downstream duct,
respectively [18]. However, it should be noted that the obtainable table values of
the resistance coefficients are quite generic, thus when the specified product is
known the data provided by the manufacturer should be used. The subsystem
continuously calculating the resistance coefficients for frictions loss for straight and
bended ducts are presented in Figure 18. It should be noted that the subsystem
are almost identical, expect for the Lookup table which differs according to the
fittings.

Figure 18 – The subsystem for pressure losses due to duct fittings.

As the ducts in the air distribution system have identical sizes, the resistance
coefficient table values have been extrapolated. An additional row and column has
been added to the table, in order to determine the resistance coefficients when the
cross section and/or when the air flow ratio is equal to one. The extrapolated
values can be seen in the Matlab code in Appendix D.

6.3 Flow rate and pressure solver
This subsystem implements the hydraulic calculation of the CAV system. The
unknown pressure and airflow conditions are determined by equations expressing
the pressure drop across every component in the system.
The basis of the duct model, calculating the duct friction loss, is based upon a
simplified Darcy Weisbach equation [19]:

Where the pressure drop due to friction, ΔPfrict, depends on:



f
L

the Darcy friction factor, [-]
length of the duct, [m]
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Dh
ρ
vair

the hydraulic diameter, [m]
the air density, [kg/m3]
the mean air velocity, [m/s]

The Darcy friction factor f can be obtained from the Colebrook-white equation:
(

√

√

)

However, due to the implicit nature of the equation it is usually solved numerically.
Therefore, for this particular model, an approximation of the implicit Colebrookwhite equation is used, i.e. the Swamee-Jain equation given below [20]

(

(

) )

Where the Darcy friction factor, f, is a function of:




ε
Re
Dh

Roughness height, [m]
the Reynolds number, [-]
the hydraulic diameter of the duct, [m]

The Reynold number can be expressed as:

Where:




v
νair
d

is the kinematic viscosity for air equivalent to 15.1·10-6, [m2/s],
is the mean velocity of air flow, [m/s]
duct diameter, [m]

In addition to incorporate the airflow into the pressure drop equations, following the
mean velocity of air flow is expressed as following:

Where:



q
A

airflow, [m3/s]
cross section area of the duct, [m2]
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By combining the Darcy-Weisbach equation with the simplified Swamee-Jain
equation, the following expression for the pressure loss due to friction loss are as
following:
( )

(

(

) )

To further simplify the above stated equation the following changes has been
applied:


Two constant values are introduced to the friction loss equation, as the air
temperature is assumed constant. The constants are noted as ci,1 [-] and ci,2
[-], respectively.

The resulting friction loss equation is thus:
( )

(

(

) )

Considering the pressure drop induced by the LeanVent control damper, is
approximated by equation provided by the datasheet [16]:
(

)

Where:



q
is the airflow, [m3/s]
kvalue resistance coefficient for the LeanVent damper.

the resistance coefficients are listed in appendix E, in Matlab code
k_coeff.m.
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The calculated pressure losses due to fittings and connections are fed into the
solver subsystem, wherein the hydraulic calculations are performed by listing the
pressure losses occurring in the air distribution system. The airflow solver is
configured to according to the duct design corresponding to the experimental setup
as shown in Figure 19. The pressure head loss from the fan is determined from
measurements obtained from the experimental setup.

Figure 19 – The duct design for the flow rate and pressure solver modelled in Simulink, the unknown parameters
which is solved for are marked red.

The system of equations contains seven unknowns that is colored red in the
following equations:
D-B friction loss in straight duct:

(
(

)

(

(
(
B – Bended tee duct connection:

)
))

)
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(

)

B – pressure loss due to tee connection in main duct:
(

)

B – A friction loss in straight duct:
(

(

(
(

)

)

(

))

Damper two, (manual regulation damper) – pressure loss:
(

)

B – C friction loss in straight duct:

(

(
(
(

)

)

(

))

)

Damper one, pressure loss:
(

)

)
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The listed set of equations for the air distribution system will be solved according to
the Newton-Raphson method, by solving the equations numerically. The seven
non-linear equations containing seven unknown variables can be written as
following:
(
(

)
)

(

)

The above mentioned functions F1,F2,…F7 is listed in Appendix C, and the
corresponding code implemented in Matlab can be found in Appendix D.
A single expression of the system by the use of vectors is expressed as F(x) = 0,
where the vector of x contains the unknown variables and the vector F contains the
functions Fi(x):

( )
(

)

( )

(
(

( )
( )

( (

( ( ))

)

In order to solve the system of equations with the Newton-Raphson method the
evaluation of a matrix, known as the Jacobian of the system, defined as:
(
(

)
)

[

]

[

]

If x = x0 represents the initial guess for the solution, successive approximations is
obtained from
(

)

The process is repeated until an adequately accurate solution is reached.
The above mentioned process is implemented in the Simulink model of the air
distribution system, by employing and utilizing the MATLAB function “fmincon”,
which attempts to find a constrained minimum of a non-linear multivariable function
(commonly referred to as constrained nonlinear optimization). The unknown
variables of the system is constrained to a lower and upper bound, respectively.
The lower bounds are defined to be positive values to ensure that the system
equations always have a solution, as the Jacobian can be determined due to the
partial derivatives of the system equations definitely exists. The system equation
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solver implemented to Simulink environment is presented in Figure 20 and the
Matlab code D1 can be found in Appendix D. In order to eliminate algebraic loops
in the model, which are difficult to solve mathematically and can cause the model
to fail and exit the simulation with an error. To accommodate this problem, a unit
delay is added thus breaking the algebraic loops in the Simulink model.

Figure 20 – The flow rate and pressure equation solver subsystem.

6.4 Balancing control subsystem
As a consequence of the simplicity of the experimental setup, being that only one
controllable damper was available during the prototype testing, the balancing
algorithm was not implemented. However, as presented in the Simulink model
Figure 12, a control algorithm have been applied, and minor modification of the
second damper subsystem were made in order to simulate the presence of two
controllable dampers.
A stateflow subsystem is deployed in the Simulink system. The stateflow enables a
graphical approach of modeling the system logic sequencing and reactions to
events, time-based conditions and input signals. For this system layout a rather
simple control logic has been deployed to the mode, illustrated in Figure 21.
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Figure 21 – The stateflow chart of the air distribution system Simulink model control of the dampers.

As seen in the above stateflow chart, the control is initiated at the damper installed
in the main duct, wherein the error between the measured and desired flow rate is
continuously evaluated, the damper position is then adjusted according to the error
until it is within ±10 % of desired flow rate, as illustrated Figure 22. Once the
flowrate is reached, the same sequence is initiated at dampers upstream of the
adjusted one.

Figure 22 – Flow chart of the air distribution system control of dampers in the Simulink model.
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Figure 23 – The experimental setup of a simple air distribution system with one branch and two balancing dampers,
a manual damper and the LeanVent control damper, respectively.

Figure 24 – Layout of the experimental setup.

For testing the capability of the prototype and to evaluate the Simulink model an
experimental setup have been established, illustrated in Figure 23. The duct design
is similar to do Simulink model, where the only difference is that in the
experimental setup have been installed DIRU dampers in order to obtain pressure
readings to compare the values transmitted from the LeanVent damper. As
previously mentioned the LeanVent damper is programmed to operate in slave
mode (mode R2) where the damper position is controlled according to a signal
input between 0-10V from the prototype.
DIRU Damper
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Figure 25 – DIRU damper used in the experimental setup to acquire air flow measurements []

To compare and validate the airflows from the prototype, a DIRU Ø160 damper is
installed downstream of the LEANVENT damper. The DIRU dampers compromises
measurements nozzles, at which the pressure drop over the damper can be
obtained from by connecting a measuring device. With the obtained pressure
difference, it is possible to calculate the corresponding airflow, by using the
following formula:
√
Where:




q
k
Δpm

is the air flow, [l/s]
is the correction factor,
is the pressure difference, [Pa]

The method error differs depending on the distance to a flow disturbance, if placed
in accordance to the installation instructions the method error is about ±10 %. As
LeanVent damper measures the pressure difference according to the same
principles, the method error is assumed to be ±10 % as well.

FC0510 Micromanometer
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Figure 26 – FC0510 Micromanometer used to obtain flow measurements from the installed DIRU dampers.

The measurement device used for obtaining pressure readings from the DIRU
damper is FC0510 micromanometer. The measurement accuracy is 0.25 % of
readings between 10% of the lowest range and full scale, ± one digit below 10%
[21].

8. Hardware implementation
To simplify the programming and tuning of the control system, the program
Simulink was used to code in due to the simplicity of the graphical approach.
Furthermore, the capabilities of Simulink enables the generating of an executable
and run it on hardware.
The connection between the computer and the Arduino Leonardo board is
established by deploying the respective models as seen in Figure 27 and Figure
28.
To acquire data, the Arduino board will send voltage commands to the LeanVent
damper, and measure the resulting flowrate.
In the model that will run on the Arduino board, the MATLAB function block
“voltage command to pins” reads incoming data from the serial port, and if a
voltage command is received it will be routed to defined pin, the corresponding
MATLAB code can be found under Appendix D. The analogue input pin reads the
voltage transmitted from the LeanVent damper corresponding to a flow rate, which
then is routed to the computer for further processing. It should be mentioned that a
header is incorporated into the transmitted data, which ensures that when
computer receives the data, only the data after the defined header is read.
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Figure 27 – Simulink model that will run on the Arduino board.

Figure 28 – Simulink model that will run on the computer, the model is responsible of transmitting voltage
commands and receiving air flow measurements.

As described previous in the “system identification” section, a method of tuning the
PI controller parameter is to use the system identification toolbox in Simulink to
estimate a mathematical model to fit the measured data. Initially to identify the
plant model, here the goal is to find the simplest model that captures the system
dynamics more or less. Observed in Figure 29 is the voltage commands and the
measured flow rate data from the damper installed in the experimental setup.
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Figure 29 – Data acquisition of the damper by measuring the input and output data.

The plant model is now estimated from the measured data as seen in Figure 30,
and by using “auto estimation” the following plant is found to fit the estimation data
by only 75.69% as seen in Figure 31, although the fit is not perfect, it does capture
the dynamics of the system.

Figure 30 - Identification of the plant model for further tuning of controller parameters.
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Figure 31 – Plant estimation from measured data.

The PI controller is then tuned accordingly to the plant model, and as seen in
Figure 32 are the parameters.

Figure 32 – The PID tuner interface, with the tuned controller parameters for the PI controller.

With the tuned PI controller, an initial test were made to observe the hardware
response, and as observed in Figure 33 the plant response oscillates with an
overshoot of 28%. In order to eliminate the oscillation the proportional gain and
integral action is both reduced, resulting in an extended rise time, but the settling
time is reduced. The tuned controller parameters are thus deployed in the control
model on the host computer and in the simulation model.
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Figure 33 – The initial tuned PI controller (the dotted line) resulted in an oscillating plant result with an overshoot of
28 % from the set point. The controller parameters were tuned again in to obtain more stability.

Now with the tuned PI controller, it is then implemented into the computer model.
This mean that all the data processing is done on the computer, whereas the
prototype is only responsible of transmitting the measured flow data and to route
the voltage signal input to the damper.

Figure 34 – The damper control model running on the host computer.

8.1 Prototype testing
To investigate and evaluate the prototype performance several test were
conducted. Identically for every test is that the fan speed is set to full speed,
corresponding to 96 l/s and 35.9 Pa obtained from measurements with the
dampers fully open.
The test scenarios listed in Table 5 were repeated twice. The first and second
measurement will be referred to as t1 and t2, respectively. Flow readings was
registered every sixth second from the DIRU damper downstream of the LeanVent
damper. The setting value of the DIRU damper which is equivalent to the
correction factor was 15 L/s.
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Table 5 – An overview of the test performed. Each test is performed at the experimental setup and simulated in the
Simulink model.

Test scenario

Description

Duration [s]

1

Set point = 50 L/s
Manual balancing damper position = fully closed

60

2

Set point = 50 L/s
Manual balancing damper position= open 30 degrees

60

3

4

5

The manual balancing damper is opened 30 degree before
initiating the test.
Set point = 50 L/s
Manual balancing damper position:

Fully closed (0 – 60 seconds)

30 degree open(60 – 120 seconds)

40 degree open (120 – 180 seconds)
Manual balancing damper position is changed during the test.
Beginning of the test the manual balancing damper is fully closed
in the time period 0 – 60 seconds, at this point the damper
position is opened 30 degrees during the time period from 60-120
seconds, and at the remaining time the manual balancing damper
is opened 40 degree
Set point = 30 L/s for the first 60 seconds
Set point = 50 L/s from remaining duration, i.e. 60-120 seconds
Manual damper = fully closed
Set point for both dampers = 50 L/s
Control sequence as described in “6.4 Balancing control
subsystem” section
This test is only performed by the Simulink model.
The test simulates an air distribution system with two controllable
dampers.

180

120

120
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9. Results
In this section the measurements from the experimental tests are presented
alongside with the Simulation model results. The results are divided into sections
based on the test scenario and described separately.
Test scenario 1
From Figure 35 the measurements obtained for the first test scenario can be
observed. It is clear to state that t1 oscillates and is overshooting with about 9 L/s
above the set point unlike the two other test results, i.e. t2 and Simulink.

Test scenario 1 - Flow measurements

[L/s]
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
0

5

10
15
Flow rate, t1
Flow rate, t1, DIRU

20

25
30
Setpoint

35

Flow rate, t2, DIRU

40

45
50
Flow rate, t2

55

60

Time [s]

Simulink

Figure 35 – Flow measurement from the LeanVent control damper with the manual damper fully closed, two test
were performed (t1 and t2). Additional measurement acquired manually with a micromanometer from the DIRU 160
damper downstream of the LeanVent damper.

By further observations of the control performance it can be seen in Figure 36 that
due to the oscillation of t1, the system response settles after 25.5 seconds. This is
11.5 and 7.7 seconds longer compared to t2 and the Simulink model, respectively.
The rise time of t2 is 14 seconds which is about 3 seconds faster than the
simulation model. By observing the flow rate of the three measurements similarities
can be observed between the system dynamics.
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Test scenario 1 - Control performance
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Figure 36 – An overview of the control performance for each conducted test.

Test scenario 1 - damper position
Damper position [%]

30
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5
0
0
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Control output, t1
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Control output, t2

40

50
Simulink

Time [s]

60

Figure 37 - The controller output corresponding to damper opening for the first (t1) and second (t2) run of test
scenario 1.

Once the system response have settled, the mean value are calculated for each of
the measurements, as seen in Table 6.
Once t1 have settled after 25.5 second it maintains an average flow rate of 50.62
L/s ± 1.97 L/s with an average damper position of 24.42 % ± 0.47 %.
t2 which settles after 14 seconds maintains an average flow rate of 49.45 L/s ±
1.56 L/s when an average damper position of 25.32% ± 0.24%.
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Once the simulation model settles after 17.81 seconds an average flow rate of
48.84 L/s ± 1.35 L/s is maintained with an average damper position of 23.2 % ±
0.53 %.
Table 6 – The calculated mean value, standard error, and standard deviation for the three measurements from the
time the system response settles, for test scenario 1.

Mean
Flow rate
t1
t2
Simulink
Damper position
t1
t2
Simulink

Standard error

Standard deviation

50.62
49.45
48.84

0.07
0.05
0.16

1.97
1.56
1.35

24.42
25.32
23.20

0.008
0.0035
0.064

0.47
0.24
0.53

Seen in Figure 38 are the measurements points obtained from the DIRU damper,
observed is that manually flow readings differ more than 10 % from the measured
readings obtained from the prototype. However, once the system response settles
the measurement are in accordance within the 10% of the measurement values.

Figure 38 –Measurements uncertainties of data acquired from the LeanVent damper and DIRU damper, i.e. ±10 % of
measured values.

Test scenario 2
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Figure 39 – Flow rate measurements when the manual balancing damper is 30 degrees open. Measurements
uncertainties of data readers from the LeanVent damper and DIRU damper, i.e. ±10 % of measured values.

Observed Figure 39 is a similar system response as expected, as the first test
scenario a 14% overshoot ratio is observed for t1, and again the settling time
observed for t2 and the simulation model is quiet similar.
Once t1 have settled after 21.36 second it maintains an average flow rate of 50.49
L/s ± 2.39 L/s with an average damper position of 28.64 % ± 0.55 %.
t2 which settles after 16.62 seconds maintains an average flow rate of 48.90 L/s ±
1.15 L/s when an average damper position of 26.76% ± 0.69%.
The simulation model settles after 19.20 seconds and maintains an average flow
rate of 48.73 L/s ± 1.34 L/s with an average damper position of 24.59 % ± 0.61 %.
Table 7 - The calculated mean value, standard error, and standard deviation for the three measurements from the
time the system response settles, for test scenario 2.

Mean
Flow rate
t1
t2
Simulink
Damper position
t1
t2
Simulink

Test scenario 3

Standard error

Standard deviation

50.49
48.90
48.73

0.071
0.035
0.16

2.39
1.15
1.34

28.64
26.76
24.59

0.0081
0.010
0.074

0.55
0.69
0.61
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Figure 40 – Flow rate readings from the first and second measurements and Simulation model, with the
corresponding manual readings.

A good correlation between the measurements dynamics observed in Figure 40,
with a settling time between 17.81-19.16 seconds. However, yet again the t1
overshoots with about 8 L/s. Furthermore minor oscillations are observed for both
t1 and t2, however the flow rate remains within ±10% of the set point.
Once t1 have settled after 19.16 second it maintains an average flow rate of 48.93
L/s ± 2.67 L/s with an average damper position of 28.64 % ± 4.87 %.
t2 which settles after 18.02 seconds maintains an average flow rate of 48.79 L/s ±
2.602 L/s when an average damper position of 26.76% ± 4.45%.
The simulation model settles after 17.81 seconds and maintains an average flow
rate of 48.86 L/s ± 1.64 L/s with an average damper position of 24.59 % ± 2.88 %.
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Table 8 – Test scenario 3, calculated mean value and standard deviation for the three measurements from the time
the system response settles.

Mean
Flow rate
t1
t2
Simulink
Damper position
t1
t2
Simulink

Standard deviation

48.93
48.79
48.86

2.67
2.602
1.64

28.64
26.76
24.59

4.87
4.45
2.88

As expected the damper position response is increasing due changes in the air
distribution system as a result of opening the manual balancing damper, as seen in
Figure 41. However, it is clear to see that the simulation model damper position
deviates from the damper positions registered from the experimental setup.

Figure 41 – Damper position response for test scenario 3.

9. Results

Test scenario 4
At this test scenario the initial set point were 30 L/s which was increased to 50 L/s
after 60 seconds had gone by. It is clear to state that the prototype have a faster
rise time than the simulation model.

Figure 42 – Flow rate readings from the LeanVent damper for test scenario 4, with a changing set point.

Test scenario 4 - Damper position
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Figure 43 – Damper position response from the two test and simulation model, for test scenario 4

It takes t1 8.82 seconds before reaching the first set point, whereas the settling
time for the second set point takes 9.39 seconds. For t2 the initial settling time is
8.9 seconds whereas the settling time once the set point increases is 11.5 second.
As previous stated the initial settling time for the simulation model takes 18.9
seconds, whereas the settling time only is 9.6 seconds, when the set point
changes.
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Test scenario 5
In this test scenario the balancing algorithm is evaluated. Observed in Figure 44 is
that damper 1 remains steady until damper 2 reaches within 10% of the set point,
which takes about 18 seconds. It takes about 56 seconds for the two dampers to
reach the set point.

Test scenario 5- Flow rate and control output
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Figure 44 – Simulation of the balancing algorithm, where the system now have two LeanVent dampers installed.
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Observed in the initial test where the prototype objective was to reach a defined set
point, the first and the second test scenario results in t1, overshooting the set point,
thereby extending the settling time respectively 11.5, and 4.7 seconds longer than
the compared repeated test. This extended settling time would increase the
balancing time, if it were to be implemented in a larger system. Moreover the
accuracy would be decreased due to the oscillation of the system response. Again,
implementation into a more complex system, this decreased accuracy could
present a problem. Nevertheless with the purpose of this thesis, the present
oscillation do not present a problem as it is decreasing, thus meaning our system is
stable. Furthermore the oscillation is within the acceptable boundaries. Although if
we were to decrease the oscillations it could be done by decreasing the
aggressiveness of the controller. Despite the fluctuations of the system response,
the average flow rate still remained within ± 10% of the set point in every
scenarios.
Observed in the fourth test scenario it takes about 8-9 seconds for the t1 and t2 to
settle, whereas it takes a bit longer for the simulation model, i.e. about 19 seconds.
However, both t1 and t2 fluctuates around the set point, but again still remaining
within a tolerance of ±10 % of the set point. This exhibits a fast response to sudden
changes of set point, which is desired.
When opening the manual balancing damper, the resulting decrease of pressure
causes as expected an increased control output correlating to the damper position,
of about 2% compared to the first test scenario.
Furthermore, the manual readings from the DIRU damper showed a compliance
between the values once the system response had settled, thus verifying the data
transmitted from the LeanVent damper.
Evaluation of the simulated responses during the initial rise time, emphasizes the
obvious error in the Simulink model, observed in almost every test simulated as a
rapid fall during the initial rise in the system response. It is very likely that this error
are caused by a misinterpretation or a code fault due to human error, as this fall in
flow rate is not observed from the data in the experimental setup.
By comparing of the mean values between the Simulink model and the two
measurements, through out of all the conducted tests, a coherence of the systems
dynamics. Only a slightly deviating from the measurements acquired from the
experimental setup are observed. Nonetheless the system model do not fully
correlate, increasing the uncertainty of the results making them yet again, less
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reliable, thus still satisfying. This has to be addressed in future prospects in order
to eliminate this uncertainties.
The simulation results with the implemented balancing algorithm, showed the
desired sequencing of the damper regulations. This was observed as the second
damper only started reacting once the first damper were within the acceptable
range of the set point, thereby validating the balancing logic. According to the
simulation results the system was balanced according to the user defined set point,
within only a minute. However this could not be verified in this experiment setup
due to limitations of available hardware and control dampers.

11. Conclusion
In conclusion, based on the presented results in this thesis, the initial steps of
improvement and automations of the air distribution system balancing procedures
were made. The balancing tool proved to being able to balance a single branch
according to a given set point, along with a simulation model extending the
balancing of two dampers, and thereby making the more complex future work
possible. The simplicity provided by the Simulink modeling through a graphical
interface present a tangible approach of system modeling and control design. This
simplifies the programing process as traditional coding in terms of e.g. C#, which
should make the knowledge of coding relatively less relevant although not
neglectable.
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12. Future research

Using a Simulink it was possible to create a simulation of the air distribution
system, as presented in this thesis. The results of the Simulink model included an
error composed of a sudden decrease in the system response contributing in an
uncertainty, however compared to the experimental work the system dynamics
were comparable which was within this thesis’ objective. The accuracy decreases
due to the oscillation of the system response, though not presenting a problem in
this thesis’ purpose, but would however create a problem when implementing the
balancing tool into a more complex system where there are more strict
requirements.
In terms of developing a system, which will enable easy and automatized recommissioning of the ventilation system in terms of pressure balancing, only the
initial steps have been made. The current situation comprises of a simple system
of only one wireless controllable sensor/actuator node, which has been fully tested
in this thesis. The system performance of the balancing tool show a stable system
response with a settling time being less than 30 seconds. This fast settling time
shows a promising stepping stone towards improving the efficiency of the
balancing process.

12. Future research
In future work, it would be necessary to expand the provided simulation model and
experimental setup, presented in this thesis. An increase in complexity of the air
distribution system needs to be addressed in order to prove the capabilities of the
balancing tool, as this thesis’ only provides the initial steps and thereby just a minor
piece of the puzzle.
Besides of being used as a temporarily installed balancing tool, further research
could provide the framework of a more extensive retrofit of simple CAV systems,
where for example the fan efficiency would be addressed. This system should of
course also be able to include more than one controllable sensor/actuator node.
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Nonetheless the system model do not fully correlate, increasing the uncertainty of
the results making them yet again, less reliable, thus still satisfying. This has to be
addressed in future prospects in order to eliminate this uncertainties. Therefor for
further use of the Simulink model of the air distribution system, the discovered
deviation from the experimental setup should be addressed, before proceeding.
An important subject to address in the future, is the WNSN communication, in
which there is a need to optimize the transmission and reception of data, due to a
very inefficient utilization of the energy consumption due to data communication, in
this current project.
As previously noted the combined elements of this project only compose a minor
piece of the bigger picture, therefore lots of more work would need to be done.
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Appendix A
Configuration of the XBee network
The configuration procedure of the Xbee modules is presented in this Appendix.
This will be a configuration of pair network between a Coordinator and a router
module. Basically there are two modes to configure the Xbee module being in
transparent (AT) or API mode, respectively. In AT mode, everything received by
the radio module will be transmitted to the connected serial port. It is a simple way
to get started with wireless networking. However, when interaction between
computers are required then would the API be more preferable, as it tend to be
more robust and efficient than AT mode. Nonetheless, due to simplicity and my
skills within programming, the module eventually were configured in AT mode.
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Configuration of Xbee modules
For the following step, the following hardware is required:




Xbee modules - series 2 Pro
USB dongle
A computer

For configuration of the Xbee modules, the application XCTU needs to be installed
on the computer. (http://www.digi.com/products/wireless-wired-embeddedsolutions/zigbee-rf-modules/xctu)
The initial step is to run the application XCTU, to search and connect to available
Xbee modules. Once a connection to the Xbee has been made, the radio
configurations can be seen, as seen below. Furthermore, it is important to ensure
that the newest firmware has been downloaded to the Xbee module.
Error! Reference source not found.

To being able to communicate with each Xbee modules, it is necessary that the
modules use the same channel and PAN ID. However, it is important that the
modules have the same channel and PAN ID, otherwise the wireless sensor
network, might not work as intended.

Moreover, every Xbee module has a 64 bit serial number address printed on the
back. To communicate to a specific Xbee radio module, this needs to be defined
while configuring the modules in X-CTU, this is necessary when operating in ATmode.
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For simplicity sake the modules are attached to USB dongle while being
configured. Once the radios have been configured they are connected to the
Arduino board on the Xbee shield.

Appendix B
Resistance coefficients of fittings
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Appendix C
Equations for Newton-Raphson method
The following
D-B friction loss in straight duct:

(

)

(
(

)

(

(

))
)

B – Bended tee duct connection:
(

)

B – pressure loss due to tee connection in main duct:
(

)

B – A friction loss in straight duct:

(
(
(

(

)

)

(

))

)

Damper two, (manual regulation damper) – pressure loss:
(

)
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B – C friction loss in straight duct:

(
(
(

(

)

)

(

))

)

Damper one, pressure loss:
(

)
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Appendix D
MATLAB codes
In this appendix, the scripts and defined MATLAB codes used in the Simulink
model are listed according to the file name:









solver.m
damper_input_data.m
equations.m
k_coeff.m
duct_input_data.m
resistance_coeff.m
serial monitoring interface
voltage command to pins
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% This S-function block template is
% Edited by Kevin Tran 2015
% Hydraulic calculation of the ventilations system
% conducted by the Newton-Raphson method.
function [sys,x0,str,ts,simStateCompliance] = solver(t,x,u,flag,p)
%SFUNTMPL General MATLAB S-Function Template
%
With MATLAB S-functions, you can define you own ordinary differential
%
equations (ODEs), discrete system equations, and/or just about
%
any type of algorithm to be used within a Simulink block diagram.
%
%
The general form of an MATLAB S-function syntax is:
%
[SYS,X0,STR,TS,SIMSTATECOMPLIANCE] = SFUNC(T,X,U,FLAG,P1,...,Pn)
%
%
What is returned by SFUNC at a given point in time, T, depends on the
%
value of the FLAG, the current state vector, X, and the current
%
input vector, U.
%
%
FLAG
RESULT
DESCRIPTION
%
----- ------------------------------------------------%
0
[SIZES,X0,STR,TS] Initialization, return system sizes in SYS,
%
initial state in X0, state ordering strings
%
in STR, and sample times in TS.
%
1
DX
Return continuous state derivatives in SYS.
%
2
DS
Update discrete states SYS = X(n+1)
%
3
Y
Return outputs in SYS.
%
4
TNEXT
Return next time hit for variable step sample
%
time in SYS.
%
5
Reserved for future (root finding).
%
9
[]
Termination, perform any cleanup SYS=[].
%
%
%
The state vectors, X and X0 consists of continuous states followed
%
by discrete states.
%
%
Optional parameters, P1,...,Pn can be provided to the S-function and
%
used during any FLAG operation.
%
%
When SFUNC is called with FLAG = 0, the following information
%
should be returned:
%
%
SYS(1) = Number of continuous states.
%
SYS(2) = Number of discrete states.
%
SYS(3) = Number of outputs.
%
SYS(4) = Number of inputs.
%
Any of the first four elements in SYS can be specified
%
as -1 indicating that they are dynamically sized. The
%
actual length for all other flags will be equal to the
%
length of the input, U.
%
SYS(5) = Reserved for root finding. Must be zero.
%
SYS(6) = Direct feedthrough flag (1=yes, 0=no). The s-function
%
has direct feedthrough if U is used during the FLAG=3
%
call. Setting this to 0 is akin to making a promise that
%
U will not be used during FLAG=3. If you break the promise
%
then unpredictable results will occur.
%
SYS(7) = Number of sample times. This is the number of rows in TS.
%
%
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

X0

= Initial state conditions or [] if no states.

STR

= State ordering strings which is generally specified as [].

TS

= An m-by-2 matrix containing the sample time
(period, offset) information. Where m = number of sample
times. The ordering of the sample times must be:
TS = [0
0

0,
1,

: Continuous sample time.
: Continuous, but fixed in minor step
sample time.
PERIOD OFFSET, : Discrete sample time where
PERIOD > 0 & OFFSET < PERIOD.
-2
0];
: Variable step discrete sample time
where FLAG=4 is used to get time of
next hit.

There can be more than one sample time providing
they are ordered such that they are monotonically
increasing. Only the needed sample times should be
specified in TS. When specifying more than one
sample time, you must check for sample hits explicitly by
seeing if
abs(round((T-OFFSET)/PERIOD) - (T-OFFSET)/PERIOD)
is within a specified tolerance, generally 1e-8. This
tolerance is dependent upon your model's sampling times
and simulation time.
You can also specify that the sample time of the S-function
is inherited from the driving block. For functions which
change during minor steps, this is done by
specifying SYS(7) = 1 and TS = [-1 0]. For functions which
are held during minor steps, this is done by specifying
SYS(7) = 1 and TS = [-1 1].
SIMSTATECOMPLIANCE = Specifices how to handle this block when saving and
restoring the complete simulation state of the
model. The allowed values are: 'DefaultSimState',
'HasNoSimState' or 'DisallowSimState'. If this value
is not speficified, then the block's compliance with
simState feature is set to 'UknownSimState'.
Copyright 1990-2010 The MathWorks, Inc.

%
% The following outlines the general structure of an S-function.
%
switch flag,
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Initialization %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
case 0,
[sys,x0,str,ts,simStateCompliance]=mdlInitializeSizes;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%sldebug Pressure_loss
% Derivatives %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
case 1,
sys=mdlDerivatives(t,x,u);
%%%%%%%%%%
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% Update %
%%%%%%%%%%
case 2.
%%%%%%%%%%%
% Outputs %
%%%%%%%%%%%
case 3,
sys=mdlOutputs(t,x,u,p);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% GetTimeOfNextVarHit %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
case 4,
sys=mdlGetTimeOfNextVarHit(t,x,u);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Terminate %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%
case 9,
sys=mdlTerminate(t,x,u);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Unexpected flags %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
otherwise
DAStudio.error('Simulink:blocks:unhandledFlag', num2str(flag));
end
% end sfuntmpl
%
%======================================================================
% mdlInitializeSizes
% Return the sizes, initial conditions, and sample times for the S-function.
%======================================================================
%
function [sys,x0,str,ts,simStateCompliance]=mdlInitializeSizes
%
% call simsizes for a sizes structure, fill it in and convert it to a
% sizes array.
%
% Note that in this example, the values are hard coded. This is not a
% recommended practice as the characteristics of the block are typically
% defined by the S-function parameters.
%
sizes = simsizes;
%defining the output and inputs to the system of equations. only the inputs
% vary at every step in the simulation, which is stated below.
sizes.NumContStates = 0;
sizes.NumDiscStates = 0;
sizes.NumOutputs
= 7;
sizes.NumInputs
= 4;
sizes.DirFeedthrough = 1;
sizes.NumSampleTimes = 1;
% at least one sample time is needed
sys = simsizes(sizes);
%
% initialize the initial conditions
%
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x0 = [];
%
% str is always an empty matrix
%
str = [];
%
% initialize the array of sample times
%
ts = [0 0];
% Specify the block simStateCompliance. The allowed values are:
%
'UnknownSimState', < The default setting; warn and assume DefaultSimState
%
'DefaultSimState', < Same sim state as a built-in block
%
'HasNoSimState',
< No sim state
%
'DisallowSimState' < Error out when saving or restoring the model sim state
simStateCompliance = 'UnknownSimState';
% end mdlInitializeSizes
%
%======================================================================
% mdlDerivatives
% Return the derivatives for the continuous states.
%======================================================================
%
function sys=mdlDerivatives(t,x,u)
sys = [];
% end mdlDerivatives
%
%======================================================================
% mdlUpdate
% Handle discrete state updates, sample time hits, and major time step
% requirements.
%======================================================================
%
function sys=mdlUpdate(t,x,u)
sys=[];
% end mdlUpdate
%
%======================================================================
% mdlOutputs
% Return the block outputs.
%======================================================================
%
function sys=mdlOutputs(t,x,u,p)
% parameters that vary each simulation step
pd_ds1 = u(1);
pd_cs1 = u(2);
k_value1 = u(3);
k_value2 = u(4);
% Parameters remaining constant during the simulation
A1 = p(1);
A2 = p(2);
A3 = p(3);
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d1 = p(4);
d2 = p(5);
d3 = p(6);
c31 = p(7);
c32 = p(8);
c11 = p(9);
c12 = p(10);
c21 = p(11);
c22 = p(12);
dP_fan = p(13);
% An initial guess of system solutions is defined,
% P0,P1,P01,P02,P2,q1,q2,
x0 = [23 19 7 4 16 0.02 0.02];
% Lower boundary: Unknown variables should be positive values
LB=[0 0 0 0 0 0.0001 0.0001];
% Upper boundary: max air flow, the solver calculates the flow rates
% and pressure in the system
UB=[inf inf inf inf inf 0.095 0.095];
% fmincon settings
options = optimset('Algorithm','interior-point','FunValCheck','on',...
'TolX',10e-7,'Display','final');
% Empty matrices for the fmincon properties not being used, referring
[x,fval] =
fmincon(@(x)equations(x,pd_ds1,pd_cs1,k_value1,k_value2,A1,A2,A3,d1,d2,d3,c32,c31
,c11,c12,c21,c22,dP_fan),x0,[],[],[],[],LB,UB,[],options); % call solver
sys = x;
% end mdlOutputs
%
%======================================================================
% mdlGetTimeOfNextVarHit
% Return the time of the next hit for this block. Note that the result is
% absolute time. Note that this function is only used when you specify a
% variable discrete-time sample time [-2 0] in the sample time array in
% mdlInitializeSizes.
%======================================================================
%
function sys=mdlGetTimeOfNextVarHit(t,x,u)
sampleTime = 0.01;
sys = t + sampleTime;
% end mdlGetTimeOfNextVarHit
%
%======================================================================
% mdlTerminate
% Perform any end of simulation tasks.
%======================================================================
%
function sys=mdlTerminate(t,x,u)
sys = [];
% end mdlTerminate
Code D 1 – solver.m
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%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%input data for the damper blocks%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% the initial damper positions
posit_damper1 = 1; % damper 1, starting position = 1-% open
posit_damper2 = 1; % damper 2, starting position = 1-% open
%-----------------------------------%
%
state-space block input
%
%-----------------------------------%
% Damper 1
zeta_1 = 1; % damping ratio
wn_1 = 10; % natural frequency
Damper1A = [0 1; -wn_1^2 -2*zeta_1*wn_1]; % defining Matrix coefficient A
Damper1B = [0; wn_1^2]; % defining Matrix coefficient B
Damper1C = [1 0]; % defining Matrix coefficient C
Damper1_x0 = [posit_damper1; 0]; % defining the initial damper position
% at time step 0
% Damper 2 - parameters are defined similar as damper 1
zeta_2 = 1; % damping ratio
wn_2 = 10; % natural frequency
Damper2A = [0 1; -wn_2^2 -2*zeta_2*wn_2];
Damper2B = [0; wn_2^2];
Damper2C = [1 0];
Damper2_x0 = [posit_damper2; 0]; %defining the initial damper position
% at time step 0
Code D 2 – damper_input_data.m

% Kevin Tran 2015
function F =
equations(x,pd_ds1,pd_cs1,k_value1,k_value2,A1,A2,A3,d1,d2,d3,c32,c31,c11,c12,c
21,c22,dP_fan)
% x is the vector of unknowns
% x(1)=P0, x(2)=P1, x(3)=P01, x(4)=P02, x(5)=P2, x(6)=q1, x(7)=q2,
% dP_fan is defined duct_input_data.m and found through measurements in
% for this project.
Fv = [dP_fan-x(1)-((0.25/(log10(c12+5.74/((((x(6)+x(7))/A1)*d1)/...
0.0000151)^0.9))^2)*c11*((x(6)+x(7))/A1)^2);
% friction pressure loss
% from D - B
%---------------------------------------------------------------------x(1)-x(3)-pd_cs1*(x(6)/A3)^2;
% B single pressure losses due to
% due to bended duct connection
%---------------------------------------------------------------------x(3)-x(4)-((0.25/(log10(c32+5.74/(((x(6)/A3)*d3)/0.0000151)...
^0.9))^2)*c31*(x(6)/A3)^2);
% friction pressure loss
% from B - C
%---------------------------------------------------------------------x(4)-(x(6)/k_value1)^2;
% pressure loss at damper 1
%---------------------------------------------------------------------x(1)-x(2)-pd_ds1*((x(7))/A2)^2;
% single pressure loss at B
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% due to main duct connection
%---------------------------------------------------------------------x(2)-x(5)-((0.25/(log10(c22+5.74/((((x(7))/A2)*d2)/...
0.0000151)^0.9))^2)*c21*((x(7))/A2)^2);
% friction pressure loss
% from B - A
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%---------------------------------------------------------------------x(5)-(x(7)/k_value2)^2];
% pressure loss at damper 2
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
%
%
F

fmincon reduces an equation comprising a scalar of unknown and not a
a vector of unknowns. Therefore, the magnitude of a vector with unknowns
is reduced instead.
=norm(Fv);
Code D 3 – equations.m

% Resistance coefficient for the LeanVent Dropdamper Ø160
% Data from LeanVent ApS
% the table units are in (l/s)/Pa.
k_coefficient = [0; 0.320; 0.640; 0.960; 1.280; 1.600; 1.900; 2.200; 2.500;
2.800; 3.1; 3.513; 3.929; 4.339; 4.752; 5.165; 5.578; 3.991; 6.404;
6.817; 7.23; 7.737; 8.244; 8.751; 9.258; 9.765; 10.272; 10.779; 11.286;
11.793; 12.3; 13.742; 15.184; 16.626; 18.068; 19.51; 20.952; 22.394;
23.836; 25.278; 26.72; 26.96; 27.2; 27.44; 27.68; 27.92; 28.16; 28.4;
28.64; 28.88; 29.12; 30.21; 31.3; 32.39; 33.48; 34.57; 35.66; 36.75;
37.83; 38.93; 40.02; 40.694; 41.368; 42.042; 42.716; 43.39; 44.064;
44.738; 45.412; 46.086; 46.76; 47.141; 47.522; 47.903; 48.284; 48.665;
49.046; 49.427; 49.808; 50.189; 50.57; 50.645; 50.72; 50.795; 50.87;
50.945; 51.02; 51.059; 51.17; 51.245; 51.32; 51.395; 51.47; 51.545;
51.62; 51.695; 51.77; 51.845; 51.92; 51.995; 52.07];
damper_position
16; 17; 18;
34; 35; 36;
52; 53; 54;
70; 71; 72;
89; 90; 91;

= [
19;
37;
55;
73;
92;

0; 1; 2; 3;
20; 21; 22;
38; 39; 40;
56; 57; 58;
74; 75; 76;
93; 94; 95;

4; 5; 6; 7;
23; 24; 25;
41; 42; 43;
59; 60; 61;
77; 78; 79;
96; 97; 98;

8; 9; 10; 11; 12; 13; 14; 15;
26; 27; 28; 29; 30; 31; 32; 33;
44; 45; 46; 47; 48; 49; 50; 51;
62; 63; 64; 65; 66; 67; 68; 69;
80; 81; 82; 83; 84; 85; 86; 87; 88;
99; 100];

Code D 4 – k_coeff.m

% Edited by Kevin Tran, 2015
%------------------------------------------%
% input data for the pressure losses block %
%------------------------------------------%
e
= 0.00015;
% roughness height, m
dP_fan = 35.96;
% Pa, fan pressure determined by measurements
%-------------------------------%
%
distribution duct D-B
%
%-------------------------------%
A1 = 0.0201;
% cross section area, m2
L1 = 1;
% duct length, m
d1 = 0.160;
% duct diameter, m
c11 = L1*1.204/(2*d1); % simplification factor of Darcy-Weisbach
equation
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c12 = e/(3.7*d1);

% ci,1=L*density_air/2*d
% simplification factor of Swamme-jain equation

%-------------------------------%
%
distribution duct B-A
%
%-------------------------------%
A2 = 0.0201;
% cross section area, m2
L2 = 1;
% duct length, m
d2 = 0.160;
% duct diameter, m
c21 = L2*1.204/(2*d2); % simplification factor of Darcy-Weisbach
equation
c22 = e/(3.7*d2);
% simplification factor of Swamme-jain equation
%-------------------------------%
%
Branch duct B-C
%
%-------------------------------%
A3 = 0.0201;
% cross section area, m2
L3 = 1;
% duct length, m
d3 = 0.160;
% duct diameter, m
c31 = L3*1.204/(2*d3); % simplification factor of Darcy-Weisbach
equation
c32 = e/(3.7*d3);
% simplification factor of Swamme-jain equation
Code D 5 – duct_input_data.m

% Edited by Kevin Tran, 2015
%------------------------------------------%
% input data for the pressure losses block %
%------------------------------------------%
e
= 0.00015;
% roughness height, m
dP_fan = 35.96;
% Pa, fan pressure determined by measurements
%-------------------------------%
%
distribution duct D-B
%
%-------------------------------%
A1 = 0.0201;
% cross section area, m2
L1 = 1;
% duct length, m
d1 = 0.160;
% duct diameter, m
c11 = L1*1.204/(2*d1); % simplification factor of Darcy-Weisbach
equation
% ci,1=L*density_air/2*d
c12 = e/(3.7*d1);
% simplification factor of Swamme-jain equation
%-------------------------------%
%
distribution duct B-A
%
%-------------------------------%
A2 = 0.0201;
% cross section area, m2
L2 = 1;
% duct length, m
d2 = 0.160;
% duct diameter, m
c21 = L2*1.204/(2*d2); % simplification factor of Darcy-Weisbach
equation
c22 = e/(3.7*d2);
% simplification factor of Swamme-jain equation
%-------------------------------%
%
Branch duct B-C
%
%-------------------------------%
A3 = 0.0201;
% cross section area, m2
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L3 = 1;
%
d3 = 0.160;
c31 = L3*1.204/(2*d3);
equation
c32 = e/(3.7*d3);

duct length, m
% duct diameter, m
% simplification factor of Darcy-Weisbach
% simplification factor of Swamme-jain equation
Code D 6 – resistance_coeff.m

% Declaring function with one output.
function y = serialFcn(data)
% Coder.extrinsic - code generation software, generates code for th
% call to an extrinsic function, but does not generate the
function's
% internal code. Thus, the simulation can only run on platforms
where
% MATLAB software is installed.
% inorder to read and write data to the binary files fread and
fwrite
% is defined, followed with instrfind to read serial port objects.
coder.extrinsic('fread','fwrite','instrfind')
persistent s last
% Declaring parameters
HEADER = 'A';
PACKET_SIZE = 4;
packet = zeros(PACKET_SIZE,1,'int16');
% Initializing the serial object
if isempty(s)
s = instrfind;
last = int16(0);
end
% Write data to the serial port
fwrite(s,data,'uint8');
% Read data from the serial port
packet = int16(fread(s, PACKET_SIZE, 'uint8'));
% Check for header and convert two bytes to single int16
if (packet(1) ~= HEADER)
y = last;
else
y = 2^8*packet(3)+packet(2);
last = y;
end
% y= 0;
Code D 7 – Serial monitoring interface – to enabling serial communication on the host computer

function position = passVolts(byte,status)
%#codegen
persistent last
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if isempty(last)
last = int16(0);
end
if (byte>=0 && status == 1)
volt =int16(byte);
last = volt;
else
volt = last;
end
if volt>0
position = uint8(volt);
else
position = uint8(0);
end
Code D 8 – Voltage command to pins – deployed on the Arduino board

